As ever there is such a lot to
celebrate this year, so much to
give thanks to God for through
2021. Yet another year of so many
unexpected things happening in
the world, which meant that once
again the team had to adjust
rapidly and dynamically to meet

12 marriages strengthened
through the Marriage
Course online

COUNTLESS

Phone calls, emails, and
letters to keep in touch with
our community
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the various challenges of
restrictions, illness, and
construction delays.
There is so much to celebrate
though, which we hope you will
find encouraging and uplifting to
read. Here is just a summary:

Building
demolished
& new
building
built

5

people
Baptised
outdoors
44 funerals
& interments

More than 13 Families
fed through Boxes of
Hope

22 episodes of
BBC TV aired

4 new children
and youth
groups started
each week for all
ages from 0-18+

5 socially distanced Christmas
services in 24 hours – with over 500
people attending.

Church Leaders Report
It has been another year of
unexpected challenges, but we
have been so fortunate to see
God at work in many different,
fun, and exciting ways this last
year.
The incredible dedication of the
Site Redevelopment Group and
Buildings Implementation Group,
we have seen incredible progress
with the site redevelopment. The
old church room was demolished,
and the new facilities have been
created – whilst sadly we were
unable to open the new
extension as planned in 2021, the
progress made was brilliant.
The church family has come
together once again to offer
support and care to one another
as well as others in need in our
local community and around the
world. For every phone call made,
email sent, care package
delivered, donation made, and
box of hope created - a huge
thank you to for practically being
Jesus’ hands and feet.
Due to the pandemic and
building project, there were
several changes made to the way
in which we gathered on Sundays
and midweek – for bearing with
the technological challenges,
adapting to change and
graciously continuing to pursue
God together – thank you!
It has been so wonderful to have
the opportunity to connect with
people this year in a whole variety
of ways. The time and effort put in
by people for the Great Bitterne
Bake Off was fantastic – we have

many talented bakers! Adrian
gave up time month after month
to create a mind boggling and
enjoyable Community Quiz
Night. We also were able to see
marriages strengthened through
the online Marriage Course, Bible
knowledge deepened through
the online Bible Course and
enjoyed space to explore the big
questions of life through Alpha
Online.
One of our highlights this year
was our open-air baptisms where
5 people made the incredible
decision to publicly declare their
faith in Jesus and be baptised by
full immersion.
As always it is an absolute
privilege to lead the church here
in Bitterne, we have felt so loved,
supported, and encouraged by
so many. We continue to find
ourselves astounded at the
generosity of time and finances
by the church family to enable all
that takes place to happen. Thank
you so much to every single
person who calls Holy Saviour
their home and for those that
make all of what is reported here
possible!
We have an amazing staff team
here too – for the hours of
dedication and hard work Barry,
Jo, Fiona & Katherine THANK
YOU!
Love
Ruth & Tony

Churchwardens Report
Adrian & Gareth
It has been a year of change
within Holy Saviour, from which
we are blessed to have our new
extension completed and looking
forward to the final stage of
redevelopment within Holy
Saviour itself. Some preparation
works have been completed
within Holy Saviour that includes
the removal of some sections of
the pews, the creation of 2 large
store cupboards and toilet
facilities in the church.
In a year of change we have seen
Adrian take on the role of Church
Warden, as well as the
introduction at PCC of two
Church Warden Assistants, Becky
Baillie, and Roger Moran. They
have provided invaluable
additional support to both
Church Wardens and along with
Peter Seal, Barry Brand and Brian
Gaffney have been invaluable in
ensuring that the Sunday Church
Warden duties were able to be
completed especially when the
church family was temporarily
meeting in two buildings. We
both want to express our thanks
and praise to them for their
support and assistance this last
year. We would also again like to
extend our thanks to Bitterne C of
E Primary for providing us with a
temporary home for our 9.30
services throughout the Autumn
term and until the extension was
finally opened on the 27th of
February 2022.
Though this time of change, we
can report that all goods and
ornaments of the Holy Saviour

have been maintained in
reasonable condition and that we
are coming to the end of finalising
an up-to-date inventory of all new
purchases and provisions within
the extension.
All due regard has been given to
safeguarding for children, young
persons and vulnerable adults
that attend the church in line with
the guidance issued by the
House of Bishops – our thanks to
Alison Large our Safeguarding
Officer who has worked so hard
to ensure DBS checks are carried
out and that we can now do all
these electronically now too!
In 2022 the main church building
will be subject to a quinquennial
report, although there has been
some recent damage to the
church ceiling the main building
along with the extension
continues to be a building of
grace and beauty and we do not
anticipate there being many
significant issues raised by the
architect’s report.
It has been a pleasure to
represent the parish in this year of
change and we thank you all for
keeping us up to date in the life of
the church. It would not be
possible for this church to
function without those that have
volunteered throughout the year
in ensuring that we can live our
Christian lives together, from the
simplest of welcomes at the
church doors, running family
groups, making teas, cakes, and
coffees, leading worship, running
media, or even stacking chairs
and sweeping up

As we look to what the next year
brings, we would like to thank the
PCC as they continue to shape
our core vision and values
alongside Tony and Ruth. We are
called to share in discipleship and
fellowship, in encouraging each
other through words and actions,
as such we would encourage any
of you that feel that you are being
called to help in any way to speak
to either of us or Tony and Ruth.

Worship Services
Tony Palmer
We re-opened our 9am service
without singing in March and then
as restrictions eased found it
possible to begin to worship
again. We continued until June to
only meet online at 10:30 with a
mixture of live-streamed and prerecorded services. We did
continue to find significant
numbers of people connecting in
with services remotely. In June
and July, we met predominantly
outside for services with children’s
work taking place in the Vicarage
Garden. Through August we
made use of the Parish Hall for a
breakfast style service, which was
brilliant to begin to help people
come back together.
In September we launched our
new service pattern on Sundays,
meeting in Bitterne CE Primary for
the 9:30 informal service and at
11am in Holy Saviour for our more
traditional Holy Communion
service. We saw steady growth
across all services as people felt
able to gather again, with some
limited restrictions. We have
continued to connect with

people online through live
streaming our Sunday morning
services, which has been well
received by many.
Our Midweek Communion service
also restarted once restrictions
allowed for it to take place and
we were so pleased to be able to
make use of the additional space
in Holy Saviour (through the
removal of some pews) to create
a café space for hospitality
following our midweek services.
This was especially well received.

Children, Youth & Families
Barry Brand
2021 started much like 2020
finished with most of the children
and youth work being online. We
continued to run The Furnace on
the first and third Sunday of the
month on Zoom with the children
and leaders in their group
breakout rooms.
Ignite after school club carried on
being online on a Wednesday
afternoon on Facebook and
YouTube with games, stories,
craft, challenges, and prayer.
Bearded Barry’s Church TV
(BBCTV) came back for a second
season on a Tuesday and
Thursday morning on Facebook
and YouTube with games, jokes,
craft, stories, and prayer. The last
one was in March when children
went back into school.
Messy Church as well continued
to be online from the kitchen
table with team joining in with

crafts, stories, prayers, talks etc
from their own homes.

when the Sunday informal service
moved.

Tony and I continued to record
collective worships for Bitterne CE
Primary and send them in every
Tuesday. I also did some
recorded assemblies for
Beechwood, Moorlands, Glenfield,
and Harefield schools.

Fireflies Baby and Toddler group,
Ignite after school Club and 412
Youth Groups started in person in
the church in September. These
were very busy, especially Fireflies
with plenty of lockdown babies
coming along with parents
wanting them to socialise as well
as themselves chatting to people
in person rather than zoom. We
get around 24 children at Ignite
and around 30 at our 412 Youth
groups.

At Easter we made up goody
bags with various craft activities
and an Easter book as well as
putting up a treasure trail around
the outside of the church
grounds.
Tony and I recorded an Easter
school service.
We delivered food, essentials, and
Easter eggs Box of Hope to
thirteen families.
We ran an online Easter Holiday
Club for four days on Facebook
and YouTube from the vicarage
kitchen table. The theme was the
Lion King and we had team who
did crafts and talks join us from
their homes.
As schools gradually started to let
visitors in, I was able to go in with
Southampton City Mission and
run some Question of Faith days.
The Furnace met back in person
on the vicarage garden in July
which was great to be together.
We were able to hold the Bitterne
CE primary yr6 leavers service at
church in July.
In September we moved The
Furnace into the infant school hall

I went into Glenfield and
Moorlands to take a Harvest
assembly with Southampton City
Mission.
We ran our Alternative Halloween
Light Party in the school with a
disco, craft, games, and food. This
was well attended.
In November when the water was
shut off in church, we took around
thirty of the 412 Youth group to
Ninja Warrior Adventure Park.
Messy Church also met back in
person in November in the
church which was well attended
with families very happy to meet
again and get back to some
semblance of normality.
During the year we helped a
couple of families separate to the
box of Hope with food and
essentials and trips to Basics
Bank.
In December we did Nativity on
the Move again. A treasure type
hunt around seven houses in

Bitterne to find stars and letters to
reveal a word that would win
them a goody bag back at the
church. We gave out over 40
goody bags to families.
We were able to run our family
Christmas Eve breakfast at
church where we saw around
seventy people for bacon and
sausage baps.
Also, on Christmas Eve we ran
three Christingle services which
were well attended.
If you think you might like to join
one of our teams or want more
information, please let myself
know. Covid has hit many
people’s mental health hard,
especially children. These children
aren’t our future, they are our
‘Now’, so these groups have never
been more important. In being
part of one of these teams you
could really make a difference
and be part of something
amazing.

Property Report
Gareth and Adrian
The Property Team has not
formally met during this last year
due to Covid restrictions and the
ongoing building work.
However, there has still been
regular maintenance and repairs
undertaken throughout this time
by those who have (quite often,
quietly and without fuss)
diligently got on with things as
the need arose. On behalf of the
leadership team, I acknowledge
here their commitment with

grateful thanks. Their work has
kept our grounds looking good or
maintained equipment and
carried out minor repairs so our
facilities may to continue to be
used. A BIG Thank You to you all!
In February we did have a
workday, focusing primarily on
getting the extension ready for
use. This was supported by many
people. It was great to see so
many from the various
congregations and age range
come together. It also gave an
opportunity for some who had
not yet seen inside the (almost
finished) building to look around.
Another key focus this year has
been the application of the
Winchester Diocese Graveyard
Regulations, with information
notices published since May last
year. During the February
workday, several volunteers
began the implementation of
these regulation by removing or
tidying grave plots and the wider
grounds. This work is ongoing
and will take some time, but the
results are already noticeable, with
tidier looking and easier to
maintain grounds.
The side gates were locked again
for a +24hour period at the end of
December. This is an annual
event to preserve the private
status of the path and access,
under the Highways act.
There is some repair work to the
church fabric which has been
identified, but as the quinquennial
report is due this summer, along
with the proposed refurbishment
of the church interior, we will
consider how we address this

once we receive a full report. If
you become aware of any
property issues (fabric, not
contents) please do make one of
the leadership team aware.

Finances

Many of us are recognising we
have diminishing youth and
advancing older age approaching
like an articulated truck round a
bend!
Like many activities, to keep up
what the property team oversee,
we need new and more
volunteers, to either join the core
team or assist with the various
tasks undertaken. If you feel you
would be able to join in or
support the team, on a regular or
ad-hoc basis, please contact
either of the Wardens, or Tony.

We have been so incredibly
blessed again this year with the
generosity of so many. Through
the regular, planned, and sacrificial
giving of lots of our church family
– we have been able to resource
some fantastic mission, ministry,
and outreach. The full detail of the
accounts can be downloaded
separately, but here is a rough
summary of income and
expenditure. As always, we give
away 10% of our planned giving
to the various mission agencies,
reported about later. This is the
case for 2021 too, but most
payments will be made in the
2022 financial year and so do not
show in our accounts.

Thank You all once again for
looking after the property in our
care.

Jo Ayres-Proctor &
Fiona Hutchings

Site Redevelopment
Brian Gaffney
Site redevelopment had been
discussed over the last two years,
Studio 4 produced a design
which was accepted, and a
tender process had been agreed.
Subsequently the PCC agreed
the SRG recommendation, and a
contract was let to Mountjoy,
limited to carry out the work of
stage 1 HS extension, during 2021.
The complete project will include
stage 2, reordering of Holy
Saviour which will be after Stage 1
is complete.
Work commenced late February
and due to the pandemic and
government legislation the work

seemed to be slowed down by
external events.
Portland stone mining quality
made it unusable on site and
when good quality became
available delivery became a
problem. Also, various other
materials, wood, glass, cement
succumbed to “short supply”
nationally. We now look back and
know all building contracts
suffered delays of this nature.
Specific to us we hoped to be
using all the facilities by Christmas
2021, but Mountjoy did switch
work around to create an
opportunity for us to use the
extension toilets over the
Christmas period, giving us a
glance of what was to come.

It was exciting to see the
foundations grow up with walls
and roofing over the steel
supports that had been up on
view for months. Eventually we
could see ceilings appear and
lighting as we peered in the
windows.
Tony gave a big ‘thank you’ to all
involved in making the work
during the year happen. The
Congregation, SRG, PCC, BIG and
of course Gareth Jenkins, the
Architect and Mountjoy.

Bitterne Shed Club
Keith Marsh
Like most other clubs the past
year has been rather mixed for
the Shed Club. In April last year
we were meeting virtually on
Zoom each week with 12 to 15
members logging in. We started
meeting in person on 19th May
after the government allowed the
meeting of up to 30 people
outside and up to six inside (e.g.,
in our workshop), though we
continued the Zoom meetings so
stay in touch with those not
comfortable about attending. We
were lucky to receive a free
supply of visors, hand sanitizer
and face masks from the UK
Men’s Shed Association which
helped enormously.
Over the following few months,
we concentrated on fitting out
our workshop (delivered March
the previous year) and making
garden planters, bird boxes, oven
gotchas, etc, to sell. The Peartree
Green fete was the only event
that took place that summer and

we had a great fun day as well as
making a bit of money. In the
autumn we decided to open on
Tuesday and Thursday mornings
in addition to Wednesdays, and
we’re grateful to the members
who ensure that someone is there
to open the door on the extra
days. We also had our first trips
out: afternoon visits to an aircraft
museum and to a private fossil
collection.
Our treasurer, Hugh Robinson,
has done a fantastic job
balancing the books for another
year, and has been extremely
successful in obtaining grants.
These have been used to
purchase a gazebo, a wood store
and various carpentry machines,
and to pay for some rather eyecatching leaflets (produced by
Brand Creative). We have also
been able to repay more of the
money lent to us to buy our
workshop. The church’s building
work has been a benefit and
we’ve salvaged £100s worth of
wood, and other items, from the
skips, and have helped by lending
tradesmen tools.
A major event for us was the
opening of the Mercantile Flea in
October at which we have
negotiated a stand, enabling us to
sell our products and donated
items, as well as publicising our
club. As a result, our membership
has increased from 18 to 31 (eight
of whom are church members),
with weekly attendance now over
20. This does have a
consequence: it is impossible for
more than eight to work safely in
the workshop, so we must work
outside and hope it stays dry!

Current projects include making
five planters for Southampton
railway station, and a bird table,
restoring four dining chairs and
three garden benches, renovating
five picnic benches (ex-Bitterne
School), and continuing to make
items like welly boot stands and
mushroom stools to sell.
Alongside drinking copious
amounts of tea and coffee these
creative, recycling and repair
projects have ensured the club
remains a valued outreach project
to the local community. We
continue to receive favourable
comments about how
attendance at our club has
boosted the personal confidence
and improved the mental
wellbeing of previously isolated
and depressed men.

Levi and Debora Santana who
worked for CMS South America
have now returned to the UK
after their time in Brazil, we are
currently waiting for confirmation
of our new partners there.
Sandra Payne has stepped down
from the group we thank for her
many years of support to the
group and particularly in her role
as the CMS link person. We need
more people to join the group
either to act as a link to our new
mission partners or to bring new
ideas and ways of supporting
world mission.

Namalemba and Bumoozi
Partnership
Ian Ward

The WCAG continue to
encourage congregational
support for our 9 partners or
agencies working overseas or
locally through our mission giving
and mission focus services which
take place bi -monthly. The group
aim to have a visiting
representative or mission partner
speaking at both morning
services.

As this report is written we have
overcome several obstacles and
are making two significant
transfers of £2300 each to
Bumoozi and to Namalemba, as
well as another donation of £500
to Busoga Trust for clean water
and sanitation projects. This
followed a one-off donation of
£456 in January to fund the
installation of electricity in the
Bumoozi Health Centre. (Great
thanks to Jo in her role as
Treasurer for facilitating these
money transfers.)

Since our last report we have said
goodbye to our friends David and
Heather Sharland who have
retired from many years working
with CMS in the mission field in
East Africa, and to Pauline Walker
now retired from working in South
Sudan.

One obstacle was of course the
pandemic, which affected
Uganda as much as it did the UK.
Another was simply the security
of the funds in Uganda, which has
been dealt with by the reassuring
involvement of Rev John Mugaya,
Vicar of Namalemba, who has

World Church Action
Group - Sue Daw

been responsive and reliable in all
his communications.
Rev John is driving things forward
at St Andrews Church in
Namalemba with work going
ahead on the construction of a
new church office.
Another problem we have
experienced was that Charles
Kibumba, Chairman of the
Namalemba Development
Committee for at least twenty-five
years, has been unwell for some
time with heart disease and really
should step aside. But without a
competent trained deputy that
has not been possible, and until
one is found the committee
wants Charles to continue. This is
a problem that must be solved in
Namalemba, but please pray for
Charles’s health.
Pray too for Samuel Kakaire who
continues to run the Health
Centre in Bumoozi, as well as his
full-time job as a teacher.
Bumoozi is not an easy place to
reach, and Sam has some
mobility problems. Getting
around for both means riding on
the back of motor bikes or in a
minibus taxi, and both options
cost money. Charles and Samuel
are two highly valued friends to
Bitterne. Please pray for the work
of the Health Centres, Bumoozi of
course providing far more basic
care. Caring and healing may
present similar challenges all over
the world but the conditions in
rural Africa make it so much
harder.
And finally, our donors here in
Bitterne. The generosity of people

in Bitterne has been amazing and
we sense it may be growing, but it
has never been entirely
predictable. Obviously, support
for salaries and medicines needs
to be regular and reliable. We
need to replenish our funds
throughout the year with regular
giving and an income of around
£10,000 per year. So, we need
firm commitments towards that
amount, and those will surely
come.

Churches Together in
Bitterne
Stephen Spencer
The CITB committee had four
meetings in 2021 and early 2022,
in June (via Zoom), September
and October (both in person at
URC). We had a meeting in
February 2022 in which we made
plans for Lent, Easter, and the
summer. The Chairperson for
these meetings was Rev Tony
Palmer – until January 2022 and
then Jackie Lang and Fr Elijah
(sharing the role) took over at the
AGM. The Secretary was (and still
is) Steve Spencer and Elaine
Aplin (from the Catholic church) is
the newly appointed Treasurer.
Ricky Yardley and Amanda
Wood are also members of this
group, from Holy Saviour. From
the URC there are Ian Abrahams
and Maria Boyes. In addition,
there was, in January 2021 (by
Zoom) and January 2022 our
combined AGM and Service for
the Week of Christian Unity, at
which, in the 2022 AGM, Fr Elijah
gave us an excellent homily on
‘the Magi’.

During the Covid pandemic the
‘Luncheon Club has not been
able to meet but we continue to
support this club and liaise with
Julie Mills, and it is hoped that
Luncheon Club will start up again
in early 2022.

February.
After routine business of
appointing officers, we looked at
a good news audit, to highlight
good things that are being done
and to encourage each other with
lots of progress.

We were not able to organise
Lent and Easter events in 2021
because of Covid. However, we
were able to meet in person from
September 2021 and organised
some Christmas events (i.e., The
Christmas Lights Switch On
event, and singing carols under
the Christmas tree). As
encouraged by Southampton
City Council we made more of a
community event out of the
‘Lights Switch On’ and were
pleased to welcome Pauline’s
Glorious Choirs and the brass
ensemble to provide music, The
Mayor to officiate and various
community stalls.

May
The focus of the meeting was on
Clergy well-being. Key themes
being around setting
expectations and respecting
boundaries. We need to
remember that this is an ongoing
issue and that we should always
be mindful of the well-being of
our clergy.

The CTIB continues to have these
aims (from our Constitution):
• That through prayer its
members should seek the unity
which Christ wishes in His church.
• That its members should be the
means to bring about a closer
cooperation and understanding
between the members of its
churches.
• That wherever it is possible to
carry out a service jointly to
people of the area it is to be
undertaken.

Southampton Deanery
Phil Robinson
There were 3 Zoom meetings in
the year.

October
We had an overview of the
support that Lighthouse Ministries
have provided to Children’s and
Youth work in the Deanery over
the last year and are continuing to
make the resource available.
We had an introduction to Living
in Love and faith course which
has now happened.
The Diocese is very grateful for
100% payment of CMF by
Bitterne in 2021, and it is very
encouraging that Southampton
Deanery managed 98%.
It has been a privilege to
represent Bitterne on Deanery
Synod. My base church will be
changing to Maybush to support
Claire so I will be standing down
as Bitterne Rep, although I will still
be on Deanery Synod.

Future Plans
Tony Palmer
As a church we are excited about
the whole range of possibilities
available to us through the new
facilities that are opening in
Spring 2022.
We hope to see significant
growth in our community
engagement and outreach
through:
Hope Café running Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Thursdays as a
community space for people to
receive hospitality and welcome.
The revised Children & Youth
program being implemented by
Barry and his wonderful team
The launch of Omega ministries
to specifically review, streamline
and envision various groups and
new initiatives to engage with
adults and those especially in
their later years of life – Omega
Café, Omega Table Tennis,
Omega Lunches, Omega Teas
etc.
Evangelism and outreach
through our regular service
pattern, Alpha course, and other
courses such as Marriage, Debt
and Money courses to name but
a few.
We also hope to grow and
develop new leaders within the
church across all demographics,
through the Growing Leaders
program that will launch in 2022.
There are several new people
exploring preaching and vocation,
which will also be mentored and

developed through our Art of
Teaching program too running in
2022.
It is also our aim that following the
completion of the land sale and
tendering processes that we will
also move on to completing the
site redevelopment vision with
phase 2 in Holy Saviour. This work
is likely to begin towards the end
of 2022 and run into the Spring of
2023. We absolutely cannot wait
for this dream to be realised and
are so encouraged by how the
new facilities are looking already
in the phase one works.
In our latest budget for 2022, we
continued to prioritise outreach
and mission in the local
community. Seeking to be bold in
setting our aspirations to appoint
additional staff members to target
our work with older members of
the community and a social
outreach enabler to grow our
connection with key specific
issues in Bitterne and beyond. We
do recognise the financial
challenges ahead of us, not least
with the £280,000 loan from the
diocese that we are in the
process of paying back over 5
years. We continue to need to
focus on how we maximise giving,
grow new revenue streams and
seek to uphold our value of
generosity throughout.

